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Foreword

I am passionate about helping people shape their local neighbourhoods. For many years different initiatives have sought to give people a say on how their local area looks and develops. Unfortunately, for many this has in practice become a rather meaningless process of tick-box consultation.

The Localism Act has lofty ambitions to give communities a greater sense of ownership over decisions that make a difference to their lives and in this report we look at how we can begin to turn these into actions.

Neighbourhood groups need to ensure that the plan-making process is recognised by local stakeholders as legitimate, and that the communities and the boroughs have the resources to make a good job of it. With a change of approach – and mindset - within the current planning regime we believe communities’ efforts to truly shape the way their neighbourhoods develop can bear fruit.

I want to generate a culture change to create the space for local communities to take the lead on drawing up a vision for their area whether in the form of some simple key objectives or a detailed set of plans. Local authorities and developers will need to play their part, too - the Committee heard from a range of different organisations and individuals who see a clear opportunity to improve the planning process by drawing on the local knowledge and technical expertise of community groups. By engaging with local communities at the earliest stage possible and developing working partnerships, local authorities can offer a more direct form of involvement that goes beyond consultation.

Our report is intended to help light the way for fledgling neighbourhood planners as they enter London’s planning maze, and encourage the Mayor and local authorities to give them the support they need. Although this is about local communities, the Mayor can help by supporting a London-wide community planning network to share experiences, and by drawing up and regularly refreshing guidance based on their work.

Jenny Jones AM
Chair of the London Assembly Planning and Housing Committee
The reforms in the Government’s 2011 Localism Act encourage further local involvement in planning matters. Neighbourhood plans are one such reform. The Act seeks to hand more power to local communities in influencing how their local area develops and how local authorities make planning decisions. However, the localism agenda is likely to play out differently in London from the rest of the country.

The report focuses on the new opportunities and challenges facing neighbourhood plans in London. It also establishes what London boroughs, the Mayor and local communities themselves could do to enable all Londoners to get involved in making plans and policy, and in controlling development.

Our review has heard from a wide range of stakeholders. Local involvement in planning means different things to different people. Some groups want to use neighbourhood planning to shape the “big ticket” issues affecting their area. Some want to use neighbourhood plans to influence Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks, where the Mayor has influence. Others want to raise issues like street cleaning and litter collection, which the existing planning frameworks don’t cover.

While their ambitions are often well defined, stakeholders still find it hard to understand the effect of neighbourhood planning as a policy. We have collected a range of views on the matter. Some of those we spoke to were concerned that more strategic plans and planning frameworks could override or undermine the influence of neighbourhood plans. Some bodies are openly sceptical about the usefulness of neighbourhood plans in any circumstances. Some contributors, in contrast, thought that engaging local communities in planning could provide a significant new resource, though potentially stretching planning departments’ resources.

We want to see neighbourhoods play a leading role in place-shaping across the capital. We see neighbourhood plans catalysing a culture change local planning, from ‘top-down’ consultation to genuine dialogue.

Three key questions have emerged during our deliberations, which any group drawing up a plan will face. We believe that the Mayor and local authorities can help groups answer them.

- What is a neighbourhood? Defining the term in London is particularly challenging;

- How can neighbourhood planning influence the wider planning framework, given that framework’s complexity and the powerful interests involved?
How can the neighbourhood group build their skills and resources? Where can they find support?

In London, the Government’s policy may be hampered by the difficulty in defining the term ‘neighbourhood’. Unlike small towns and villages, London is a uniquely complex urban area, in which neighbourhoods can be defined in a multitude of ways. Both communities and boroughs will need to adopt a range of solutions to involve all the stakeholders in neighbourhood plans.

Neighbourhood groups and local authorities will also need to navigate the existing complex planning frameworks at different levels of authority. Groups will have to agree, at the outset, the parameters within which they are drawing up their neighbourhood plan. They may need guidance from the local authority to do so.

Several experts and stakeholders have told the committee that supporting community engagement can bring considerable benefits. Exploiting the knowledge, skills and experiences of town planning professionals will be essential. The Committee sees a role for London councillors to support their local communities in the neighbourhood planning process and to provide that vital link with the local authority and its strategies. **We encourage the Local Government Association to review the role of local councillors in neighbourhood planning and set out some guidelines on what role councillors can, as a minimum, be expected to play** (Recommendation 3).

There are many challenges that neighbourhood groups will need to address to be credible and successful in setting out neighbourhood plans, including:

- how they can claim legitimacy;
- how they can evaluate their own resources and gain access to external resources; and
- how they can find the support they will need to develop their plans.

Any neighbourhood group or forum will need to show that it truly represents the local community: both those who live there and those (like developers and landlords) who have a stake in the area. The process for engaging with the local authority also needs to be clear.

Any neighbourhood group or forum will also need to realistically appraise its own strengths, and what resources it needs (including funding) from external partners. Local authorities and neighbourhood forums should seek an open dialogue on how
the government grants for Front Runner schemes and other neighbourhood planning initiatives are best spent, and what additional funding or support can be provided (Recommendations 6 and 4).

Boroughs should also consider reviewing how they can adjust their current structure and approach to support neighbourhood planning, given the constraints of resources and workload (Recommendation 5).

The Committee sees great benefit in neighbourhood groups and forums seeking support beyond their local boundaries. They should develop relationships with other neighbourhood planning bodies across London and even beyond. Such networks would enable groups and forums to share best practice and solve problems.

While neighbourhood plans are by their very nature local activities there are number of ways they can be supported by the Mayor. In particular, the Mayor should support existing networks of community and voluntary organisations, boroughs and other interested parties in setting up a neighbourhood planning network to support and encourage exploratory work (Recommendation 7).

The report further recommends that the Mayor should produce best practice guidance, based on the results of the early Front Runner schemes and other neighbourhood planning initiatives in London, that highlights the range of ways to define a neighbourhood and explains how difficulties have been dealt with in different locations (Recommendation 1).

The Mayor should also look to include neighbourhood planning in future Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks, and clarify how neighbourhood-level planning issues can usefully be considered within Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks in his draft supplementary planning guidance, providing advice to local authorities and communities in that regard (Recommendation 2).
1. Introduction

1.1 Over the past few decades, different countries have pioneered a wide range of methods to involve local people in planning matters, including visioning exercises, place-check surveys, ‘Planning for Real’, village design statements and participatory appraisals.

1.2 London is almost unique in that different kinds of community planning efforts have been tried in the same city; some successful, some not. At London’s Covent Garden, community participation saved most of the fabric from becoming dual carriageways and office blocks, ensuring also that the residential population was doubled. Without community action, “Tolmers Square, a socially- and ethnically-mixed and much loved area, would have been a mono-functional office plaza”. Coin Street is another example where local residents drew up a planning strategy to reverse the destruction of their community by building new homes and community facilities. The experience from these efforts provides valuable lessons to the stakeholders involved in neighbourhood planning.

1.3 The reforms set out in the Government’s 2011 Localism Act seek to encourage further local involvement in planning matters. The aim of the Act is to give “communities a far greater sense of ownership over decisions that make a big difference to their quality of life. They will allow for the exercise of genuine power at a local level; and put the ideals of the Big Society at the very heart of planning”.

1.4 Neighbourhood plans are one such reform. The Act seeks to hand more power to local communities in influencing how their local area develops and how local authorities make planning decisions. By providing a statutory framework, the Act opens up the opportunity for residents to create community-led plans (or neighbourhood plans) to meet local aspirations. The aspiration is that communities, rather than simply being consulted about specific planning proposals, will become proactive instigators of place-shaping.

1.5 The localism agenda is likely to play out differently in London from the rest of the country. A key issue will be balancing the city’s strategic position at the heart of the United Kingdom’s economy with the concerns of its residents and diverse communities. In particular, London’s local authorities face a tough challenge in reconciling the needs of local communities with commercial needs. These challenges demand specifically tailored policy solutions.

1.6 Our review has heard from a wide range of stakeholders, including the Mayor’s Chief Planning Officer, local authorities, academics and third-sector organisations. We also spoke to many individuals and groups who are involved in, or interested in producing,
neighbourhood plans, to capture and reflect their hopes and concerns.

1.7 We want to see neighbourhoods play a leading role in place-shaping across the capital. Our evidence sessions have focused largely on neighbourhood planning, because this is the latest initiative and is still evolving. Our report is designed to do two things: First, it makes recommendations to the Mayor on ways in which he can support neighbourhood planning, especially as he develops his lifetime neighbourhood supplementary planning guidance (SPG). Secondly, it sets out three principles that we believe will, if followed, give local groups the best chance of successfully shaping their neighbourhoods. But neighbourhood planning provides just one entry point for local people to influence local developments. We want to ensure that developers and local authorities learn lessons from our review to spur the cultural change we think necessary, to move beyond box-ticking consultation to a proactive process of dialogue.
2. Neighbourhood plans – what can they do?

2.1 During our discussions, it became clear that local involvement in planning means different things to different people. As a result, the Government’s promotion of neighbourhood planning can be confusing for those who wish to get involved. Local people are seeking clarity about the different ways in which they can use neighbourhood plans; what is their “reach” and will they be effective? Some residents may be interested only in the future of a specific site (perhaps a derelict building or piece of scrub land next to a supermarket). Others may confine their aspirations to the future of their own street. Can neighbourhood plans accommodate both those who see development as a priority and those who may want to stop a development proposal?

2.2 A number of groups we spoke to had grander ambitions for neighbourhood plans. For example, the Bankside Residents Forum is preparing a neighbourhood plan that places the public realm at the very heart of their locale. Southwark Living Streets is an active initiative within the borough, which has been campaigning since 2008 to create better streets and public spaces for people on foot, and gaining considerable public support. The Forum hopes to build on these efforts and is aiming to get its plan adopted into the local authority planning framework, which will give it further legitimacy. Other groups are focussing on their local high street or shopping parade as the centre of their neighbourhood when developing key goals for the area, for example the Chatsworth Road Traders and Residents Association (also see 3.3).

2.3 Some groups expressed a desire to use neighbourhood planning to shape how “big ticket” issues will affect their area. Current examples include the impact of “The Shard” at London Bridge on the local community, and the expansion of student-only accommodation at Waterloo. Some groups want to use neighbourhood plans to influence Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks (OAPFs), where the Mayor has influence. Others want to raise issues like street cleaning and litter collection, which aren’t covered through the existing planning frameworks.
What are neighbourhood plans?

Proposals for a neighbourhood plan must come from a neighbourhood forum, which must comprise a minimum of 21 people who live, work or are councillors in a neighbourhood. Such a neighbourhood forum will need to be established and approved by the local authority. The forum must be representative of the plan area and it should have an agreed constitution and membership.

Neighbourhood development plans or orders do not take effect unless there is a majority of support in a referendum of the neighbourhood. They also have to meet a number of conditions before they can be put to a community referendum and legally come into force. They must:

- have regard to national planning policy;
- be in general conformity with strategic policies in the development plan for the local area (i.e. such as in a Core Strategy or London Plan); and
- be compatible with the European Union’s obligations and human rights requirements.

An independent qualified person then checks these conditions; this is to make sure that referendums take place only when proposals are workable and of a decent quality.

Proposed neighbourhood development plans or orders need to gain the approval of a majority of voters of the neighbourhood to come into force. If proposals pass the referendum, the local planning authority is under a legal duty to bring them into force.

2.4 While their ambitions are often well defined, stakeholders still find it hard to understand the effect of neighbourhood planning as a policy. We have collected a range of views on the matter. Some believe the policy will shift the balance of power in planning. Others see it as only a minor addition to the existing planning toolkit. Some stakeholders fear the policy will add more bureaucracy to the planning process. The St James Conservation Trust, for example, sees no advantage in changing the existing system and adding another tier of planning control. The Trust also fears that the policy will add to the day-to-day work of council planning departments, which are already overstretched.

2.5 Some of those we spoke to were concerned that more strategic plans and planning frameworks could override or undermine the influence of neighbourhood plans. The City of Westminster feels that: “in light of the need for neighbourhood plans to be both
positive and in conformity with strategic planning policies, there is little scope for neighbourhood plans to truly reflect local wishes of local residents.\textsuperscript{8} The Enfield Society, similarly, does not expect neighbourhood planning to substantially change the planning process, because higher level policies will still take precedence. Professor Yvonne Rydin of University College London (UCL) stated that the draft National Planning Policy Guidelines’ presumption in favour of sustainable development may override any neighbourhood plan and its implementation. The Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) speculates that the Mayor of London’s new powers to designate Mayoral Development Corporations (MDCs) may undermine the process and good intentions of localism and neighbourhood planning, and that, indeed, the Mayor of London’s strategic planning decisions may not recognise neighbourhood plans; issues we discuss later in this report.

2.6 Some bodies are openly sceptical about the usefulness of neighbourhood plans in any circumstances. The Planning Officers Society, for example, believes that “the idea of people coming together to actively promote development in their neighbourhood is quite unusual and it is doubtful whether this would take off in many areas.”\textsuperscript{9} “many planning techniques (...) are already being used by communities, many of which have a proven track record. Only a few aspects of neighbourhood plans were seen to be adding useful additional ‘tools’ to the community planning ‘toolbox’. The time and cost involved in the [Act] hardly justified (...) the minor changes it (...) introduce[s].”\textsuperscript{10} Likewise, The Kings Cross Development Forum suggests it would be better to invest in the resources and skills of local authority planners, to help them inform, educate and engage with local communities on planning issues and emerging plans.

2.7 Some contributors thought neighbourhood planning could provide an opportunity for boroughs to better draw on the range of skills and local knowledge of their community. Though potentially putting pressure on a planning department’s resources, working with local communities around planning issues could provide a significant new resource. Michael Ball from the Waterloo Community Development Group believes: “There is a huge untapped resource base in the local community.”\textsuperscript{11} The Group works with Lambeth Council to consult and involve the local community in its generation of long term vision and dealing in particular with planning applications. However, the Group feels that the Council does not make enough use of resources that exist in a range of local groups and organisations such as football clubs or schools.
2.8 The GLA’s view on neighbourhood planning is altogether more positive. A representative commented that there is “the potential opportunity for greater engagement of local communities in shaping the areas that they live. This may bring with it a greater sense of community cohesion through increased participation in local issues. (...) The proposals may also encourage developers to engage more with local communities through a more consensual approach, particularly in relation to larger development sites.”

2.9 We want to see neighbourhood plans provide the catalyst for a change in the culture of local engagement in planning, moving from beyond simple consultation to genuine dialogue. If local people are to actively shape and influence local development, neighbourhood planning needs support from all the tiers of government in London: both in terms of skills, resources and funding, and in terms of creating partnerships between local authorities and local people.
3. **In the vanguard: “Front-Runners and other initiatives**

3.1 The Government invited local authorities to take part in ‘front runner’ projects in advance of the legislation becoming law, to allow for feedback to be gathered and assessed. London boroughs in the ‘first wave’ of this programme are Sutton (Hackbridge) and Southwark (Bermondsey); other neighbourhoods in London have been selected during the second and third round of applications (Bankside in Southwark and Markham Square in Kensington and Chelsea). In the recent fourth wave of applications, a scheme in the London Borough of Brent (Sudbury Town) has been selected, as well as two neighbourhoods in Waltham Forest.

3.2 The Government is providing some money for neighbourhood plans: between £5,000 and £20,000 per plan. The Bankside Residents Forum has confirmed that the group has received most of the available grant from Southwark Council to help set up the neighbourhood forum and prepare a plan. Other local authorities – for example, Sutton – are using the available funding to cover office time, printing expenses or hiring space for meetings, and also want to ensure that sufficient funds remain to run any eventual referendum.

3.3 Alongside the official front-runner schemes, there are also independent initiatives and neighbourhood forums in London that are developing their own plans. The Chatsworth Road Traders and Residents Association has been working on a neighbourhood plan by collecting information about the neighbourhood and the community; the association is currently bringing all the research together to identify a number of aspirations for the area, and to help develop some projects and policies.

3.4 Residents at London Fields in the London Borough of Hackney are campaigning to establish a Community Council. They hope that it will enable the community to take decisions on the things that affect the immediate area in order to, improve it – the Community Council could fulfil the same role a neighbourhood forum would for an area. Outside of London, community councils (also known as neighbourhood, town, parish and village councils) are nothing new. Currently, there are around 9,000 representing over 16 million people across England. The Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act of 2007 allowed community governance to be established once again in London.

3.5 The Queen’s Park Forum, managed and supported by the Paddington Development Trust, is currently petitioning to become
a Community Council in London – in effect, an urban parish council – hoping to better champion the interests of all Queen’s Park residents and gain the power to raise funds and carry out priority projects. In May 2012, Westminster Council is expected to give its verdict on the proposal.
4. Three key concerns

4.1 Three key questions have emerged during our deliberations that could affect the ability for neighbourhood planning to have a significant role in place-shaping in London.

- **What is a neighbourhood?** Defining the term in London is particularly challenging;

- **How can neighbourhood planning influence the wider planning framework**, given that framework’s complexity and the powerful interests involved?

- **How can the neighbourhood group build their skills and resources?** Where can they find support?

4.2 The Mayor and local authorities can help neighbourhood groups answer these questions and clarify the parameters within which they will draw up their plans. In particular, guidance should become available in the emerging Mayoral supplementary planning guidance (SPG) on “Shaping Neighbourhoods”. The SPG is not intended to be prescriptive. Instead, it aims to help local communities identify and implement ‘lifetime neighbourhood principles’ (as set out in the London Plan, i.e. Policy 7.1). It will also offer practical advice on running neighbourhood forums, give sources of useful data and provide contact details of organisations who could support forums in setting up neighbourhood plans.

**Defining neighbourhoods**

4.3 In London, the Government’s policy may be hampered by the difficulty in defining the term ‘neighbourhood’. Small towns and villages may have obvious boundaries, or parish council structures, by which communities define themselves. London, in contrast, is a uniquely complex urban area. Self-defined communities often cross local authority boundaries, and may be fragmented or mobile. Residents may live and work in different parts of the city. In many parts of London – particularly central and inner London – transient and highly diverse communities live in and among areas of national and international significance. Communities in London exhibit wide variations in income levels and other socio-economic characteristics, and there can be high population turnover. All of these factors can make it hard to develop a shared vision for a ‘neighbourhood’. Even commonly recognised geographical neighbourhoods often cross local authority boundaries. Crystal Palace, for example, is located in four different boroughs, as is the area represented by the Highgate Society.
4.4 Both communities and boroughs will need to adopt a range of solutions to these problems. Local people will need to understand how they can best influence local place-shaping: what opportunities exist and which planning route is most appropriate. Some groups may find neighbourhood planning almost impossible; they may find it more effective to engage with their local borough to influence Local Development Frameworks.

4.5 All the stakeholders in neighbourhood planning will have to be sufficiently forward-thinking to create a forum for dialogue before plans are drawn up. As Victoria Thornton (Open City) stated: “When the council has gone through it and everyone is engaged in it, it must not think, “I must go and ask the community”. Th[is] is not at pre-application and pre-planning. It is [in] the ‘pre-pre-brief’ [that] you actually ask the questions [to the community].”

Examples of neighbourhood forums in London

At Markham Square, the Markham Square Association and the Chelsea Society seek to focus their work on improving the design and execution of developments. Their aim is to reconcile the need to carry out major alterations with the desire to enhance heritage assets. The groups envisage that their work will lead to either a development plan document or a neighbourhood plan, possibly supported by a local or neighbourhood development order or design code.

In Bermondsey, the newly established neighbourhood forum has had a lot of difficulty finding an inclusive way forward. It now appears to be making progress by effectively delegating all responsibility for drawing up initial proposals to a small group within the steering committee. There are ongoing discussions about the boundaries for the neighbourhood, but concrete proposals are not expected in the near future.

Recommendation 1
The Mayor should produce best practice guidance based on the results of the early front-runner schemes and other neighbourhood planning initiatives in London that highlight the range of ways to define a neighbourhood and set out how difficulties have been dealt with in different locations.

How can neighbourhood plans influence the wider planning frameworks?

4.6 Neighbourhood groups and local authorities will need to work together to navigate the existing complex planning frameworks at different levels of authority. Neighbourhood plans will be required
to conform to the Mayor’s strategic policies, as well as to those of their local borough (or boroughs). (See Appendix 1 for a diagrammatical representation of the planning hierarchy in London).

4.7 Groups will have to agree, at the beginning of the process, the parameters within which they are drawing up their neighbourhood plan. They may not be equipped to do so, and may need guidance from the local authority. They will need to decide whether their plan adds value to the existing planning framework. And to do that, they may need to consult a wide range of documents, including Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks, core strategies, development plan documents, supplementary planning documents (SPDs) and area action plans. This is a daunting list of often very technical documentation, which can put off all but the most highly motivated.

4.8 Many groups also felt that their space for real influence was very small. Local authorities will need to explain where the opportunities exist for neighbourhood plans to be effective, and suggest realistic timescales. This is the culture shift that many have spoken about, and which some do not think will happen: a shift from consultation to dialogue. Local authorities will need to open up a space within which they can work with local groups, rather than simply going through a top-down information-seeking process.

4.9 One example we discussed was how a neighbourhood could go about protecting its small shops or post office. Local borough plans can designate and protect small parades or scattered shops, but many fail to do so. If a neighbourhood wanted to have or keep a post office or particular shop, could they do so through a neighbourhood plan? Such specific micro considerations usually rely on commitments from developers and/or landlords; it’s not possible to define units down to that detail in local authority policies. However, some stakeholders told the Committee that in the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham, a Tesco was only allowed in the High Street if it included an existing post office, using Section 106 contributions. A local consideration of this kind could be set out in a neighbourhood plan before a local authority draws up its own local plan, so that it can be taken into account.

4.10 The GLA has commented that local planning authorities can help neighbourhood groups understand the wider planning agenda. The authorities can help groups understand how their plans need to conform generally to local plans, and also to the more strategic London Plan.
4.11 The Mayor’s Opportunity Area planning frameworks (OAPFs) present an opportunity to further articulate the relationship between London-wide high-level policies and their likely impact at a more local level. Some stakeholders suggest that all OAPFs and neighbourhood plans could be closely integrated. OAPFs, they say, should be developed as neighbourhood plans, or be based on them. They might contain a number of neighbourhood plans. Given that budgets for OAPFs tend to be several times larger than those of any of the piloted neighbourhood plans, it should be possible, according to these stakeholders, to fund the neighbourhood plan element by rebudgeting an OAPF, rather than having to find extra money.

4.12 However, even in an Opportunity Area, the relationship between new and existing planning frameworks remains complex. Both boroughs and local communities will need to take into account the planning hierarchy when drawing up neighbourhood plans in the context of an OAPF. They will also have to consider the impact of their plans on the timing of other plans. If new plans are being developed in parallel to an OAPF – or if the OAPF is already well advanced when the new plans appear – then boroughs and local communities will need to cooperate and take the higher level objectives into account, to avoid frustration at a later stage.

4.13 The Committee heard vivid examples of such cooperation – and of the consequences when it is lacking. We were told how “Southwark in fact drew up a draft SPD and then withdrew it so that Andrew [Richmond] from Bankside can get on with doing it [his neighbourhood plan], do it properly and then that should inform the final product of the supplementary planning guidance (SPG) and the opportunity area.” However, for Michael Ball (Waterloo Community Development Group), “we have lost that opportunity because we have [already] had our opportunity area planning framework.”

4.14 Several experts and stakeholders have told the committee that early community engagement can bring considerable benefits. In particular, telling local residents about prospective development allows them to contribute proactively to planning proposals, rather than reacting – often negatively – to finalised planning applications.
Recommendation 2
The Mayor should look to include neighbourhood planning in future OAPFs, and clarify how neighbourhood level planning issues can usefully be considered within OAPFs in his Draft SPG, providing advice to local authorities and communities in that regard.

The capacity gap in neighbourhoods
4.15 The knowledge, skills and experiences of town planning professionals will be central to supporting neighbourhood planning. Stakeholders have identified a number of barriers that hinder local involvement in planning generally, and the creation of neighbourhood plans in particular.

• Planning processes are bureaucratic and multi-layered, demanding a level of technical expertise, time and resources that many communities do not have or cannot find. 21

• Communities and local authorities often lack mutual trust: planning officers may be pessimistic about the positive effects of participatory planning; communities may feel that consultations are merely tick-box exercises when local authorities have already made planning decisions. 22

• Planners often lack the skills or knowledge to help them work with communities. The rapid turnover of staff, many of them with limited knowledge of a local area, can contribute to this problem. 23

• Boroughs, especially in inner London, sometimes fail to consult with local communities at the pre-application stage, and increasingly rely on private sector investment. 24

4.16 Where neighbourhood plans have taken off so far, they have benefitted from having a team of highly motivated individuals, often able to draw on relevant skill sets (such as a knowledge of the planning system or experience of design or regeneration projects). But neighbourhood planning must not be the preserve only of the initiated. If neighbours wish to come together to draw up a plan but lack the skills to do so, they will inevitably look to the local authority for support.

4.17 Local councillors will have a particular role to play. Indeed, the London Civic Forum thinks that local authorities should encourage
ward councillors to act as champions for their local communities, and support them in working closely with neighbourhood groups. Likewise, the Local Government Association (LGA) and the Planning Advisory Service (PAS) argue that neighbourhood planning puts all councillors centre stage in the planning process, making them a first port of call for communities in their ward who want to prepare neighbourhood plans.25

4.18 We have heard of a number of important local authority initiatives to support neighbourhood planning.

• In Southwark, the Bermondsey Neighbourhood Forum is delegating all responsibility for drawing up initial proposals to a small group within a steering committee. Southwark officers are in close and regular contact with the key members of the steering group, providing advice and guidance whilst allowing them a free rein.

• At the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, a ‘Neighbourhoods Team’ has been set up, partly in response to neighbourhood planning and the wider localism agenda, but partly also for budget-saving reasons. This team will manage area-based planning in the borough, including SPDs for strategic sites, reviewing the Conservation Area proposal statements and taking forward neighbourhood plans as they emerge – for example, with the Chelsea Society and Markham Square Association.

4.19 The Committee welcomes these early initiatives. We would encourage all London councillors to support their local communities in the neighbourhood planning process and to provide that vital link with the local authority and its strategies. We are concerned, however, that local authorities may find such work difficult to support. At the Assembly’s recent consultation event, many participants were concerned that local authorities might lack the resources to implement their own statutory plans, let alone support community-led plans.

Recommendation 3
As neighbourhood planning places additional demands upon stretched local authority resources, we recommend that the Local Government Association review the role of local councillors in neighbourhood planning and set out some guidelines on what role councillors can, as a minimum, be expected to play.
Recommendation 4
Local authorities and neighbourhood forums should seek an open dialogue on how the government grants for front runner schemes and other neighbourhood planning initiatives are best spent, and what additional funding or support can be provided.

Recommendation 5
London Boroughs should also consider reviewing how they can adjust their current structure and approach to support neighbourhood planning, given the constraints of resources and workload. Once the impact and results from examples become evident – for example, the Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea’s new planning team structure – these could be used as best practice.
5. Ensuring successful local involvement in neighbourhood planning

5.1 The Committee welcomes the flexibility that the Government’s neighbourhood planning proposal offers neighbourhoods to cast their plans in their own way. Part of the attraction of the proposal is the lack of an imposed, centrally determined template. Instead, a process framework is emerging, by which local people can draw up plans and actively engage in place-shaping. More importantly, the government is seeking to create a space within which local people can seize the initiative and become partners with the local authorities and developers who have traditionally determined the spatial development of an area.

5.2 However, through our deliberations, a number of issues have emerged that we think all neighbourhood groups need to address if they are to gain credibility and intervene successfully in the planning process. Whether that intervention is a neighbourhood plan or not – whether they wish to intervene in other parts of a Local Development Framework, or influence development in some other way – a neighbourhood forum will need to consider three key issues:

- Legitimacy: does the group demonstrably represent its community?
- Resources: does it have the skills and capacity to do its work?
- Support: where can the group find help if it needs it?

Legitimacy

5.3 It’s widely recognised that representing all a community’s stakeholders in local decision-making is difficult. The challenge increases with the length of time required to develop a plan or vision document – compared, for example, to commenting on a planning application. It intensifies further in areas with a high turnover of residents or community members.

5.4 Living Streets sees a risk that neighbourhood forums may be unrepresentative, unaccountable and at risk of excluding certain groups from participating. Usually, only a small minority of the local population have the time, motivation and capacity for regular intensive involvement; but these people may not represent the views of all local people. Indeed, even a representative group of active participants may encompass conflicting ambitions for their area. In these cases, a group may need some kind of facilitation or
mediation to resolve such disagreements and achieve a common vision.

5.5 The challenge then for a neighbourhood group or forum is to show that it truly represents the local area, both in terms of who lives there and those (like developers and landlords) who have a stake in the area. The group or forum will have to be smart to find accessible ways of capturing the thoughts of this wide range of local people about the things that matter to them. We heard, for example, how engaging local young people in the early “visioning” process could produce new and stimulating results. On a related issue, the London Borough of Southwark is concerned that, if a neighbourhood forum seeks to prepare a neighbourhood plan without involving developers and landowners, there is a strong possibility that they would produce a wish list that cannot be implemented.  

5.6 The process for engaging with the local authority also needs to be clear. How will a group or forum capture the views of local people and represent them to the local authority? How will the authority deal with these views? As Michael Ball stated to the Committee: “The key issue I think is legitimacy. If a community feels there is a legitimate process then it might not like all the outcomes but it will accept it. It is when it feels it is illegitimate that it will not, and that is a critical issue I think – all the time, it is trying to establish legitimacy.”

**Resources**

5.7 Any neighbourhood group or forum will need to realistically appraise its own strengths and weaknesses, and what resource it needs from external partners. Stakeholders have set out the kind of skills and knowledge they may need help with to enable them to get involved in neighbourhood planning. They include:

- **leadership and effective facilitators** (aside from local authorities and Planning Aid, planning students could also help with this);  

- **knowledge of the planning processes**, and also economic, social and environmental patterns (if there is a lack of such skills and knowledge in the local community, local planners could be asked to fulfil a research function);  

- **access to information and statistics** on a range of topics, including planning, economic, social and environmental data;
the communication and interpersonal skills needed to develop and maintain relationships between communities and professionals and elected members, to create a continuous process of engagement instead of project specific consultation.

Recommendation 6
We recommend that all groups and forums should assess their own strengths and weaknesses against a number of factors including leadership skills, planning knowledge, access to information and communication skills.

5.8 Groups and forums also need funds to help them pay expenses. Small amounts are needed for simple needs: printing leaflets, access to photocopiers, or space for meetings (which could be shared office space). Groups need cash, especially for administrative support, which is essential to build a foundation for any forum and support its day-to-day running. Funding of this kind is often difficult to find. Local authorities may be able to offer support in kind, in the same way that they can offer school governing boards help with clerking meetings.

5.9 A more ambitious approach would be for a neighbourhood forum to set up a community fund, as has been achieved in Bermondsey. Such a fund could gather money from landlords, occupiers, local residents and businesses, for long-term endowment.

5.10 It should also be noted that not all local communities will be able to or want to create a neighbourhood plan that aims to cover everything and in a format similar to local authority plans. It may well be that a local group simply wants to express some key objectives for the immediate area in written form to influence future planning decisions without the need for a large budget or a time consuming and technical process. Local authorities and developers should give all neighbourhood plans the same weight irrespective of their scale or level of detail included.

Securing levels of support
5.11 The Committee is interested in encouraging neighbourhood groups and forums to seek support beyond their local boundaries. Many stakeholders have argued that both borough planners and ward councillors will need to provide on-going support and advice to local communities. We accept this need, and see further benefit in
groups and forums developing relationships with other 
neighbourhood planning bodies across London – and even beyond.

5.12 Such networks would enable groups and forums to share best 
practice and solve problems. Andrew Richardson of the Bankside 
Residents’ Forum sees potential in having borough-wide planning 
networks, as in Southwark, through which all small community 
groups in the borough could meet and exchange information. 34 
Dean James, Planning Officer at Sutton confirmed that: “Members 
of the Hackbridge Community group would definitely find it useful 
to speak to other people in a similar situation and discuss in which 
way they are bringing their plans forward” 35.

5.13 The Just Space Network is an example of a network of voluntary 
and community organisations with an interest in planning. They 
contributed to the review of the London Plan and provided 
evidence to this Committee’s investigation. They could also provide 
advice and share their experience in developing a network of 
neighbourhood forums.

5.14 We have heard other suggestions on how to support the exchange 
of information, skills and experience across London. Two ideas in 
particular stand out:

- creating a central and easily accessible “first point of call” 
  website, providing information and resources for neighbourhood 
groups in London; and

- seminars or community conferences, where groups could share 
  ideas, best practice and support. 36

5.15 The Committee also wishes to promote the development of a 
London-wide Neighbourhood Planning Network (NPN), drawing 
on the example of the network in Bristol. The NPN was set up in 
2006, when the Bristol Development Framework Statement of 
Community Involvement was being drawn up. There were initially 
about 35 groups involved; five volunteers set up and maintained 
the network. Most of Bristol is now covered by residents’ planning 
groups.

5.16 The Bristol network is the first point of contact for developers, who 
are required in Bristol to carry out pre-application community 
involvement on major developments. Private developers, although 
initially concerned that they would find themselves being told what 
to do by unqualified residents, have now become used to working 
with the residents’ planning groups. They have agreed that the 
pre-application involvement process has helped them to
identify major issues of contention before they have gone too far with finalising a design.

5.17 The network has also been a key partner in selecting and supporting the Front Runner schemes for neighbourhood planning, and has developed a template to help groups take the first steps in drawing up a plan.

Recommendation 7
The Mayor should support existing networks of community and voluntary organisations, boroughs and other interested parties in setting up a neighbourhood planning network to support and encourage exploratory work. A scoping meeting to discuss steps forward should take place after the Mayoral election.
6. Conclusion

6.1 The Committee’s report seeks to signpost a way through the complex planning maze that many people find themselves in as they try to engage in local place-shaping. The multitudinous planning documents; the jargon; the dual roles of the local authority as both promoter of development and protector of residents’ quality of life; and the unaccountable commercial developer; all these can seem to conspire against local people having a real say in the evolution of their neighbourhood. The Localism Act seeks to give a shot in the arm to neighbourhood power; expectations have been raised as to what communities can achieve. The reality may be slightly more sobering. Interest is high at this early stage; but the eventual number of neighbourhood plans in London may, as Giles Dolphin, the former Chief Planner at the GLA, said, “not be that many”. We want to see successful neighbourhood plans develop quickly, to create a positive dynamic that will encourage others to get involved.

6.2 Our report has set out recommendations to the Mayor that we would like to seek picked up in his supplementary planning Guidance on Shaping Neighbourhoods. We have also set out the three core issues that we argue neighbourhood groups and forums must address as they organise themselves. As this Assembly term comes to an end, we would propose to the future Assembly that the evolution of neighbourhood planning should be reviewed in 2013 to build on lessons learned and to see if any further support is needed.
Appendix 1 Planning policy framework in London

Planning policy framework in London

National
Regional
Borough
Local
Development Plan
Local Development Framework
Planning Policy Statements & Guidance
London Plan
Statement of Community Involvement
Core Strategy
Proposals map
Annual Monitoring Report
Development Planning Documents
Area Action Plans
Supplementary Planning Documents
Neighbourhood Plan
Neighbourhood
Appendix 2  Recommendations

Recommendation 1
The Mayor should produce best practice guidance based on the results of the early front-runner schemes and other neighbourhood planning initiatives in London that highlight the range of ways to define a neighbourhood and set out how difficulties have been dealt with in different locations.

Recommendation 2
The Mayor should look to include neighbourhood planning in future OAPFs, and clarify how neighbourhood level planning issues can usefully be considered within OAPFs in his Draft SPG, providing advice to local authorities and communities in that regard.

Recommendation 3
As neighbourhood planning places additional demands upon stretched local authority resources, we recommend that the Local Government Association review the role of local councillors in neighbourhood planning and set out some guidelines on what role councillors can, as a minimum, be expected to play.

Recommendation 4
Local authorities and neighbourhood forums should seek an open dialogue on how the government grants for front runner schemes and other neighbourhood planning initiatives are best spent, and what additional funding or support can be provided.

Recommendation 5
London Boroughs should also consider reviewing how they can adjust their current structure and approach to support neighbourhood planning, given the constraints of resources and workload. Once the impact and results from examples become evident – for example, the Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea’s new planning team structure – these could be used as best practice.

Recommendation 6
We recommend that all groups and forums should assess their own strengths and weaknesses against a number of factors including leadership skills, planning knowledge, access to information and communication skills.

Recommendation 7
The Mayor should support existing networks of community and voluntary organisations, boroughs and other interested parties in setting up a neighbourhood planning network to support and encourage exploratory work. A scoping meeting to discuss steps forward should take place after the Mayoral election.
Appendix 3 Orders and translations

How to order
For further information on this report or to order a copy, please contact Alexandra Beer, Assistant Scrutiny Manager, on 0207 981 4947 or email: alexandra.beer@london.gov.uk

See it for free on our website
You can also view a copy of the report on the GLA website: http://www.london.gov.uk/who-runs-london/the-london-assembly/publications

Large print, Braille or translations
If you, or someone you know, needs a copy of this report in large print or Braille, or a copy of the summary and main findings in another language, then please call us on: 020 7983 4100 or email: assembly.translations@london.gov.uk.

Chinese
如您需要这份文件的简介的翻译本，请电联我们或按上面所列出的邮寄地址或 Email 与我们联系。

Vietnamese
Nếu bạn muốn được dịch sang tiếng Việt, xin vui lòng liên hệ với chúng tôi bằng điện thoại, thư hoặc email để được chi tiết hơn.

Greek
Εάν επιθυμείτε περισσότερα από αυτούς τους κειμένους στην γλώσσα σας, παρακαλούμε καλέστε τον αναλόγως ή επικοινωνήσετε μαζί μας στην ανωτέρω τροχιά ή στην ηλεκτρονική διεύθυνση.

Hindi
यदि आपको इस रिपोर्ट का सारांश अपनी मांग में भारतीय लेख के साथ या उपर बिहार हुए नहीं होंद, हम अपने कर्मचारी न्यूज़ में फोन करें या फॉक्स या मेल लाने पर हम ग्राहक करें।

Bengali
আপনি যদি এই প্রতিষ্ঠানের একটি সারাংশ লিখালি পাতা চাই তবে আমরা অনলাইন জনপ্রিয়তা করে ফিলিফার বা ই-কনিভেনিয়েন্স আনন্দের সাথে সম্পর্কিত করতে পারি।

Urdu
اگر اپ کو اس دستیور کا خلاصہ، اپنی زبان میں درکار ہو تو بھاری کم نمبر پر فون کرن یا فیکس کر کے ہم کو سمجھنے کا کریں کہ یہ ایک میل ہے یا نہیں تھا۔

Arabic
لا يوجد لدى أرسل لتلك الحالة، يرجى الاتصال بمركزنا، في حين يرجى الاتصال بمركزنا.

Gujarati
હું તમારે કો માપનગર ના સાર હાલની જગ્યા કેટલાક કારણે ઘટાડે છું, જો તમે આ સાથે દરરોજ સાથે બેક કરી શકીશે તો હું તમે માફ કરી શકું.

Chinese
如您需要这份文件的简介的翻译本，请电联我们或按上面所列出的邮寄地址或 Email 与我们联系。

Vietnamese
Nếu bạn muốn được dịch sang tiếng Việt, xin vui lòng liên hệ với chúng tôi bằng điện thoại, thư hoặc email để được chi tiết hơn.

Greek
Εάν επιθυμείτε περισσότερα από αυτούς τους κειμένους στην γλώσσα σας, παρακαλούμε καλέστε τον αναλόγως ή επικοινωνήσετε μαζί μας στην ανωτέρω τροχιά ή στην ηλεκτρονική διεύθυνση.

Hindi
यदि आपको इस रिपोर्ट का सारांश अपनी मांग में भारतीय लेख के साथ या उपर बिहार हुए नहीं होंद, हम अपने कर्मचारी न्यूज़ में फोन करें या फॉक्स या मेल लाने पर हम ग्राहक करें।

Bengali
আপনি যদি এই প্রতিষ্ঠানের একটি সারাংশ লিখালি পাতা চাই তবে আমরা অনলাইন জনপ্রিয়তা করে ফিলিফার বা ই-কনিভেনিয়েন্স আনন্দের সাথে সম্পর্কিত করতে পারি।

Urdu
اگر اپ کو اس دستیور کا خلاصہ، اپنی زبان میں درکار ہو تو بھاری کم نمبر پر فون کرن یا فیکس کر کے ہم کو سمجھنے کا کریں کہ یہ ایک میل ہے یا نہیں تھا۔

Arabic
لا يوجد لدى أرسل لتلك الحالة، يرجى الاتصال بمركزنا، في حين يرجى الاتصال بمركزنا.

Gujarati
હું તમારે કો માપનગર ના સાર હાલની જગ્યા કેટલાક કારણે ઘટાડે છું, જો તમે આ સાથે દરરોજ સાથે બેક કરી શકીશે તો હું તમે માફ કરી શકું.
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